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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, the well known oscillation criteria due to Hille and Nehari for second-order
linear differential equations will be generalized and extended to the third-order nonlinear
dynamic equation
(r2(t)((r1(t)x∆(t))∆)γ )∆ + q(t)f (x(t)) = 0
on time scale T, where γ ≥ 1 is a ratio of odd positive integers. Our results are essentially
new even for third-order differential and difference equations, i.e., when T = R and
T = N. Two examples of dynamic equations on different time scales are given to show
the applications of our main results.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let T be a time scale (i.e., a closed nonempty subset of R) with supT = ∞. Consider the third-order nonlinear dynamic
equation
r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ ∆ + q(t)f (x(t)) = 0, t ∈ [t0,∞)T, (1.1)
where [t0,∞)T = [t0,∞) ∩ T denotes a time scale interval, and γ ≥ 1 is a ratio of odd positive integers. Throughout this
paper, we assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
(A1) The functions ri(t) (i = 1, 2) and q(t) are positive real-valued rd-continuous functions defined on [t0,∞)T with ∞
t0
1s
r1(s)
=
 ∞
t0
1s
r1/γ2 (s)
= ∞; (1.2)
(A2) The function f : R → R is a continuous function with xf (x) > 0 (x ≠ 0) and there exists a positive number M such
that
f (x)
xγ
≥ M, x ≠ 0. (1.3)
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By a solution of Eq. (1.1) we mean a nontrivial real-valued function x(t) satisfying Eq. (1.1) for all t ∈ [t0,∞)T. Our
attention is restricted to those solutions of Eq. (1.1) which exist on some half-line [tx,∞)T with sup{|x(t)| : t ∈ [T ,∞)T} >
0 for any T ≥ tx. Since Eq. (1.1) can be changed into a three-dimensional time scale system of first-order dynamic equations,
then, by [1, Theorem 5.24], we see that the global existence and uniqueness of Eq. (1.1) can be guaranteed by some simple
conditions. In the following, we always tacitly assume that the solutions of Eq. (1.1) exist in [t0,∞)T. A solution x(t) of
Eq. (1.1) is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually negative; otherwise it is called
nonoscillatory.
For completeness, we recall the some basic results for dynamic equations and the calculus on time scales (see [1,2] for
more details). Let T be a time scale (i.e., a closed nonempty subset of R) with supT = ∞. The forward and backward jump
operators are defined by
σ(t) := inf{s ∈ T : s > t}, ρ(t) := sup{s ∈ T, s < t},
where sup ∅ := infT. If σ(t) > t , we say t is right-scattered, while if ρ(t) < t we say t is left-scattered. If σ(t) = t , we
say t is right-dense, while if ρ(t) = t and t ≠ infT we say t is left-dense. The graininess function µ for a time scale T is
defined by µ(t) := σ(t)− t , and for any function f : T→ R, the notation f σ (t) stands for f (σ (t)). We say that x : T→ R
is differentiable at t ∈ T provided
x∆(t) := lim
s→t
x(t)− x(s)
t − s
exists where σ(t) = t (here by s → t it is understood that s approaches t in the time scale), and when x is continuous at t
and σ(t) > t ,
x∆(t) = x(σ (t))− x(t)
µ(t)
.
A function g : T→ R is said to be rd-continuous provided g is continuous at right-dense points and at left-dense points in
T, left-hand limits exist and are finite. The set of all such rd-continuous functions is denoted by Crd(T). The set of functions
f : T→ Rwhich are differentiable and whose derivative is an rd-continuous function is denoted by C1rd(T,R).
We note that Eq. (1.1) in its general form covers several different types of differential and difference depending on the
choice of the time scale T. For example, if T = R, then σ(t) = t , µ(t) = 0, x∆(t) = x′(t), and Eq. (1.1) becomes the
third-order nonlinear differential equation
r2(t)

(r1(t)x′(t))′
γ ′ + q(t)f (x(t)) = 0, t ∈ [t0,∞).
If T = N, then σ(t) = t + 1, µ(t) = 1, x∆(t) = 1x(t) := x(t + 1) − x(t). In this case, Eq. (1.1) becomes the third-order
nonlinear difference equation
∆

r2(n)

∆(r1(n)1x(n))
γ + q(n)f (x(n)) = 0, n ∈ [n0,∞)N.
If T = hN0, h > 0, then σ(t) = t + h, µ(t) = h, x∆(t) = ∆hx(t) := (x(t + h) − x(t))/h, and Eq. (1.1) becomes the
third-order nonlinear difference equation with step size h
∆h

r2(t)

∆h(r1(t)∆hx(t))
γ + q(t)f (x(t)) = 0, t ∈ [n0,∞)hN0 .
If T = pN0 = {t : t = pk, k ∈ N0, p > 1}, then σ(t) = pt, µ(t) = (p − 1)t, x∆(t) = ∆px(t) := (x(pt) − x(t))/(p − 1)t .
In this case, Eq. (1.1) becomes the third-order p-difference equation
∆p

r2(t)

∆p(r1(t)∆px(t))
γ + q(t)f (x(t)) = 0, n ∈ [n0,∞)pN0 .
Also, the results can be applied to many other time scales; see [1].
Here we are concerned with extending oscillation criteria for the second-order linear differential equation
x′′(t)+ p(t)x(t) = 0, p ∈ C([t0,∞),R+) (1.4)
to Eq. (1.1). In 1918, Fite [3] studied the oscillatory behavior of Eq. (1.4) and showed that if ∞
t0
p(s)ds = ∞, (1.5)
then every solution of Eq. (1.4) oscillates. In 1948, Hille [4] improved the condition (1.5) and proved that every solution of
Eq. (1.4) oscillates if
lim inf
t→∞
 ∞
t
p(s)ds >
1
4
.
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In 1957, Nehari [5], by a different approach, proved that if
lim inf
t→∞
1
t
 ∞
t
s2p(s)ds >
1
4
,
then every solution of Eq. (1.4) oscillates.
Very recently, Erbe et al. [6] extended the Hille and Nehari oscillation theorems to the second-order half-linear delay
dynamic equation
(x∆(t))γ
∆ + p(t)xγ (τ (t)) = 0, t ∈ [t0,∞)T.
Furthermore, Anderson [7] and Fu and Lin [8] have independently extended the abovementionedHille andNehari oscillation
theorems to the nonlinear dynamic system of form
x∆(t) = p(t)f (y(t)), y∆(t) = −q(t)g(x(t)), t ∈ [t0,∞)T.
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in studying the oscillatory and asymptotic properties of third-
order dynamic equations on time scales, unifying particularly the discrete and continuous cases and handing many other
possibilities. For a sampling of the work done we refer the reader to [9–13] and the references cited therein. In particular,
Erbe et al. [11] have established Hille and Nehari type oscillation criteria for the third-order linear dynamic equation
x∆∆∆(t)+ p(t)x(t) = 0, t ∈ [t0,∞)T. (1.6)
But, the sufficient conditions [11] for the oscillation of Eq. (1.6) are not sharp since they have to employ two auxiliary
functions h2(t, t0) andΨ (t) as compared with those in the papers [4,5]. Therefore, it will be of great interest to extend Hille
and Nehari type criteria to Eq. (1.1). In this paper, we will generalize and extend Hille and Nehari type oscillation criteria to
Eq. (1.1), giving some new sufficient conditions which guarantee that every solution of the equation oscillates or converges
as t → ∞. The results are essentially new even for third-order differential and difference equations, and generalize those
results to many other time scales. Two examples which illustrate the importance of our main results are given. Note that
the Hille and Nehari type oscillation theorems obtained here (see Section 3) are somewhat different from those in [11] since
our main results do not require any other auxiliary functions such as h2(t, t0) and Ψ (t). We believe that the conditions
given here are similar to those established in [4,5] for the second-order linear ODE, and more natural than those in [11] for
Eq. (1.6).
2. Some auxiliary lemmas
In the sequel, we will use the following notation. For all sufficiently large t1 ∈ [t0,∞)T, we let, for all t ∈ [t1,∞)T,
δ1(t, t1) =
 t
t1
1s
r1/γ2 (s)
, δ2(t, t1) =
 t
t1
δ1(s, t1)
r1(s)
1s,
and
p(t) = γ
r1(t)
δ1(t, t1)δ
γ−1
2 (t, t1), P(t) =
 t
t1
p(s)1s.
For λ ∈ (−∞,∞) a real number, set the function g(t, λ) as follows:
g(t, λ) :=

MP1−λ(t)
 ∞
t
q(s)Pλ(s)1s, λ < 1,
MP1−λ(t)
 t
t1
q(s)Pλ(s)1s, λ > 1,
and define
g∗(λ) := lim inf
t→∞ g(t, λ) and g
∗(λ) := lim sup
t→∞
g(t, λ).
We need the following auxiliary lemmas. The proofs of Lemmas 2.1–2.3 are similar to those of [10, Lemma 2.1] and
[12, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2]; we omit the details.
Lemma 2.1 ([10, Lemma 2.1]). Suppose that x(t) is an eventually positive solution of Eq. (1.1). Then there is a t1 ∈ [t0,∞)T such
that one of the following cases holds:
(1) x(t) > 0, x∆(t) > 0, (r1(t)x∆(t))∆ > 0;
(2) x(t) > 0, x∆(t) < 0, (r1(t)x∆(t))∆ > 0,
for t ∈ [t1,∞)T.
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Lemma 2.2 ([12, Lemmas 2.2]). Let x(t) be a solution of (1.1) such that case (1) of Lemma 2.1 holds for t ∈ [t1,∞)T, t1 ∈
[t0,∞)T. Then, for t ∈ [t1,∞)T,
x∆(t) ≥ δ1(t, t1)
r1(t)
r1/γ2 (t)(r1(t)x
∆(t))∆, (2.1)
and
x(t) ≥ δ2(t, t1)r1/γ2 (t)(r1(t)x∆(t))∆. (2.2)
Lemma 2.3 ([12, Lemmas 2.1]). Assume that ∞
t0
1
r1(t)
 ∞
t

1
r2(s)
 ∞
s
q(u)1u
1/γ
1s1t = ∞ (2.3)
holds. Furthermore, suppose that x(t) is an eventually positive solution of Eq. (1.1). Then there is a t1 ∈ [t0,∞)T such that either
x∆(t) > 0 for t ∈ [t1,∞)T or limt→∞ x(t) = 0.
Lemma 2.4. Assume that ∞
t0
q(s)1s = ∞ (2.4)
holds. Then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is either oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) = 0.
Proof. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1.1) on t ∈ [t0,∞)T. We only consider the case where x(t) is eventually
positive (since the case where x(t) is eventually negative is similar). By Lemma 2.1, there are two possible cases. Firstly, we
consider case (1) in Lemma 2.1, that is, there exists t1 ∈ [t0,∞)T such that
x(t) > 0, x∆(t) > 0, (r1(t)x∆(t))∆ > 0, t ∈ [t1,∞)T.
Put
w(t) = r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ
xγ (t)
. (2.5)
Note thatw(t) > 0. Using the product rule [1, Theorem 1.20] and (1.3), we get
w∆(t) = 1
xγ (t)

r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ ∆ + r2(t)(r1(t)x∆(t))∆γ σ 1xγ (t)
∆
≤ −Mq(t)− r2(t)(r1(t)x∆(t))∆γ σ (xγ (t))∆xγ (t)(xσ (t))γ . (2.6)
It follows from x∆(t) > 0 that xσ (t) ≥ x(t), and then from Keller’s chain rule [1, Theorem 1.90] that
(xγ (t))∆ = γ
 1
0

hxσ (t)+ (1− h)x(t)γ−1dh x∆(t)
≥ γ
 1
0

hx(t)+ (1− h)x(t)γ−1dh x∆(t)
= γ xγ−1(t)x∆(t). (2.7)
By (2.6) and (2.7),
w∆(t) ≤ −Mq(t)− γ r2(t)(r1(t)x∆(t))∆γ σ x∆(t)
(xσ (t))γ x(t)
≤ −Mq(t)− γ r2(t)(r1(t)x∆(t))∆γ σ x∆(t)
(xσ (t))γ+1
. (2.8)
Consequently, by (2.1),
w∆(t) ≤ −Mq(t)− γ δ1(t, t1)
r1(t)
· r
1/γ
2 (t)(r1(t)x
∆(t))∆
xσ (t)
·

r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ σ
(xγ (t))σ
. (2.9)
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Note that

r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ ∆ ≤ 0. Then
r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ ≥ r2(t)(r1(t)x∆(t))∆γ σ .
Combining the above inequality with (2.9) gives
w∆(t) ≤ −Mq(t)− γ δ1(t, t1)
r1(t)
(wσ (t))δ, t ∈ [t1,∞)T,
where δ = (γ + 1)/γ . Integrating the above from t1 to t , we get
w(t)− w(t1) <
 t
t1

−Mq(s)− γ δ1(t, t1)
r1(t)
(wσ (s))δ

1s < −M
 t
t1
q(s)1s,
and consequently, t
t1
q(s)1s <
w(t1)
M
,
which contradicts (2.4), so we conclude there are no nonoscillatory solutions which satisfy case (1) in Lemma 2.1.
Secondly, we assume that case (2) in Lemma 2.1 holds; then there exists t1 ∈ [t0,∞)T such that
x(t) > 0, x∆(t) < 0, (r1(t)x∆(t))∆ > 0, t ∈ [t1,∞)T,
so limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite), and we let limt→∞ x(t) = b ≥ 0. We claim that b = 0. If not, i.e., b > 0, then x(t) ≥ b for
t ∈ [t1,∞)T. Then, by (1.1) and (A2), we have, for t ∈ [t1,∞)T,
r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ ∆ = −q(t)f (x(t)) ≤ −Mq(t)xγ (t) ≤ −Mbγ q(t).
Integrating the above from t1 to t gives
r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ ≤ r2(t1)(r1(t1)x∆(t1))∆γ −Mbγ  t
t1
q(s)1s.
From (2.4), there exists a sufficiently large t2 ∈ [t1,∞)T such that for all t ∈ [t2,∞)T,
(r1(t)x∆(t))∆ < 0,
which is a contradiction to the fact that (r1(t)x∆(t))∆ > 0. Therefore, b = 0, i.e., limt→∞ x(t) = 0. The proof is complete. 
In view of Lemma 2.4, we can assume that ∞
t0
q(s)1s <∞.
Clearly, here there exist two cases to be considered: either ∞
t0
q(s)1s <∞ and
 ∞
t0
p(s)1s = ∞, (2.10)
or  ∞
t0
q(s)1s <∞ and
 ∞
t0
p(s)1s <∞. (2.11)
In this paper, we will focus on (2.10) and establish oscillation criteria for Eq. (1.1). For (2.11), we will give some oscillation
results for Eq. (1.1) in another paper.
Lemma 2.5 ([7, Lemma 2.4]). Assume that (2.10) holds, and λ ∈ [0, 1) is a real number. If
lim
t→∞
µ(t)p(t)
P(t)
= 0,

equivalently, lim
t→∞
Pσ (t)
P(t)
= 1

, (2.12)
then given ε > 0 there exists a t1 ≡ t1(ε) ∈ [t0,∞)T such that for any t ∈ [t1,∞)T,
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t
[(Pλ)∆(s)]2
p(s)Pλ(s)
1s ≤ λ
2
1− λ(1+ ε)
2−λPλ−1(t), (2.13)
and  ∞
t
p(s)
P2−λ(s)
1s ≤ (1+ ε)
2−λ
1− λ P
λ−1(t). (2.14)
Lemma 2.6. Assume that (2.10) and (2.12) hold. Suppose that for some real number λ < 1 we have ∞
t2
q(s)Pλ(s)1s = ∞ for t2 ∈ [σ(t1),∞)T, ti ∈ [t0,∞)T. (2.15)
Then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is either oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite).
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, we can focus on λ ∈ (0, 1). Assume that x(t) is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1.1), and assume that
x(t) > 0 on [t0,∞)T (the case where x(t) < 0 on [t0,∞)T is similar and consequently is omitted). By Lemma 2.1, there are
two possible cases. Firstly, we consider case (1) in Lemma 2.1. Define w(t) by (2.5). Then w(t) > 0; by (2.8), we have, for
t ∈ [t1,∞)T,
w∆(t) ≤ −Mq(t)− γ x
∆(t)
x(t)

r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ σ
(xσ (t))γ
= −Mq(t)− γ x
∆(t)
x(t)
wσ (t). (2.16)
By Lemma 2.2,
x∆(t)
x(t)
≥ δ1(t, t1)
r1(t)
· r
1/γ
2 (t)(r1(t)x
∆(t))∆
x(t)
= δ1(t, t1)
r1(t)

x(t)
r1/γ2 (t)(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ−1
r2(t)

(r1(t)x∆(t))∆
γ
xγ (t)
≥ δ1(t, t1)
r1(t)
δ
γ−1
2 (t, t1)w(t). (2.17)
Substituting (2.17) into (2.16) it follows that
w∆(t) ≤ −Mq(t)− p(t)w(t)wσ (t) < 0. (2.18)
In fact this gives us that
w∆(t) ≤ −Mq(t)− p(t)(wσ )2(t) (2.19)
and from (2.18) we obtain that on t ∈ [t1,∞)T
1
w(t)
∆
= −w
∆(t)
w(t)wσ (t)
≥ Mq(t)+ p(t)w(t)w
σ (t)
w(t)wσ (t)
≥ p(t).
Integrating the above from t1 to t , we get
1 > 1− w(t)
w(t1)
≥ w(t)
 t
t1
p(s)1s = w(t)P(t) ≥ 0, t ∈ [t1,∞)T. (2.20)
By the Chain Rule [1, Theorem 1.87] and P∆(t) > 0, we have
(Pλ)∆(t) ≤ λp(t)Pλ−1(t) for λ ∈ (0, 1).
Multiplying (2.19) by Pλ(t) and integrating it from t2 ≥ σ(t1) to t , we obtain
M
 t
t2
q(s)Pλ(s)1s ≤ −
 t
t2
Pλ(s)w∆(s)1s−
 t
t2
p(s)Pλ(s)(wσ )2(s)1s
= −Pλ(t)w(t)+ Pλ(t2)w(t2)+
 t
t2
(Pλ)∆(s)wσ (s)1s−
 t
t2
p(s)Pλ(s)(wσ )2(s)1s
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≤ −Pλ(t)w(t)+ Pλ(t2)w(t2)+
 t
t2
λp(s)Pλ−1(s)wσ (s)1s−
 t
t2
p(s)Pλ(s)(wσ )2(s)1s
= −Pλ(t)w(t)+ Pλ(t2)w(t2)+
 t
t2
p(s)Pλ−2(s)

P(s)wσ (s)

λ− P(s)wσ (s)1s. (2.21)
By (2.20),
0 ≤ P(t)wσ (t) ≤ P(t)w(t) < 1, t ∈ [t1,∞)T, (2.22)
and there exists a positive real number k such thatP(s)wσ (s)λ− P(s)wσ (s) < k.
As a result we have limt→∞
−Pλ(t)w(t) = 0 by (2.10) and (2.20) for 0 < λ < 1. Then, by (2.14),
 t
t2
p(s)Pλ−2(s)

P(s)wσ (s)(λ− P(s)wσ (s))1s < k
 t
t2
p(s)Pλ−2(s)1s ≤ (1+ ε)
2−λ
1− λ P
λ−1(t2)
for all t ∈ [t2,∞)T. Hence, by (2.21), ∞
t2
q(s)Pλ(s)1s <∞,
a contradiction to (2.15). Therefore, we conclude that there is no nonoscillatory solution which satisfies case (1) of
Lemma 2.1.
Secondly, if case (2) in Lemma 2.1 holds, then clearly limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite). The proof is complete. 
In view of Lemma 2.6, we will henceforth restrict our attention to the case ∞
t1
q(s)Pλ(s)1s <∞ for λ < 1, t1 ∈ [σ(t0),∞)T. (2.23)
Lemma 2.7. Assume that (2.10), (2.12) and (2.23) hold. If x(t) is a nonoscillatory solution of case (1) of Eq. (1.1), then
lim inf
t→∞ w(t)P(t) ≥
1
2

1−1− 4g∗(0), (2.24)
and
lim sup
t→∞
w(t)P(t) ≤ 1
2

1+1− 4g∗(2), (2.25)
wherew(t) is defined by (2.5).
Proof. Proceeding as the proof of Lemma 2.6, we get that (2.20) holds. By (2.20), we can introduce the constants
r := lim inf
t→∞ w(t)P(t), R := lim supt→∞ w(t)P(t), (2.26)
and by (2.10), we must have
lim
t→∞w(t) = 0. (2.27)
Integrating (2.18) from t from∞, using (2.27), and multiplying by P(t), we get that
w(t)P(t) ≥ MP(t)
 ∞
t
q(s)1s+ P(t)
 ∞
t
p(s)w(s)wσ (s)1s (2.28)
holds for t ∈ [t2,∞)T. It follows from (2.26) and (2.28) that
r ≥ g∗(0). (2.29)
Multiplying (2.19) by P2(t) and integrating from t2 to t gives
M
 t
t2
q(s)P2(s)1s ≤ −
 t
t2
P2(s)w∆(s)1s−
 t
t2
p(s)P2(s)(wσ )2(s)1s
= −P2(t)w(t)+ P2(t2)w(t2)+
 t
t2
(P2)∆(s)wσ (s)1s−
 t
t2
p(s)P2(s)(wσ )2(s)1s
= −P2(t)w(t)+ P2(t2)w(t2)+
 t
t2
µ(s)p2(s)wσ (s)1s+
 t
t2
p(s)P(s)wσ (s)[2− P(s)wσ (s)]1s
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for t ∈ [t2,∞)T, which leads to
w(s)P(s) ≤ −MP−1(t)
 t
t2
q(s)P2(s)1s+ P−1(t)
 t
t2
µ(s)p2(s)wσ (s)1s
+ P−1(t)P2(t2)w(t2)+ P−1(t)
 t
t2
p(s)P(s)wσ (s)

2− P(s)wσ (s)1s. (2.30)
Note that (2.20) implies that
0 <

1− P(t)wσ (t)2 ≤ 1,
from which it follows that
P(t)wσ (t)[2− P(t)wσ (t)] < 1.
Thus, for large t ∈ [t2,∞)T,
P−1(t)
 t
t2
p(s)P(s)wσ (s)

2− P(s)wσ (s)1s ≤ 1.
Applying L’Hôpital’s rule [1, Theorem 1.120], by (2.12) and (2.22), we have
0 ≤ lim
t→∞
1
P(s)
 t
t2
µ(s)p2(s)wσ (s)1s = lim
t→∞µ(t)p(t)w
σ (t) ≤ lim
t→∞
µ(t)p(t)
P(t)
= 0.
Altogether then, inequality (2.30) implies that
R ≤ 1− g∗(2). (2.31)
If g∗(0) = g∗(2) = 0, then estimates (2.24) and (2.25) follow directly from (2.29) and (2.31), respectively. Thus we pick a
real number ε ∈ 0,min{g∗(0), g∗(2)} and t3 ∈ [t2,∞)T such that, for t ∈ [t3,∞)T,
r − ε < w(t)P(t) < R+ ε,
w(t)P(t) ≥ MP(t)
 ∞
t
q(s)1s > g∗(0)− ε,
and
MP−1(t)
 t
t1
q(s)P2(s)1s > g∗(2)− ε.
By (2.28), we have, for t ∈ [t3,∞)T,
w(t)P(t) ≥ g∗(0)− ε + (r − ε)2.
Multiplying (2.18) by P2(t) and integrating from t2 to t , we have
w(t)P(t) ≤ −MP−1(t)
 t
t2
q(s)P2(s)1s+ P−1(t)
 t
t2
µ(s)p2(s)wσ (s)1s
+ P−1(t)P2(t2)w(t2)+ P−1(t)
 t
t2
p(s)P(s)wσ (s)

2− w(s)P(s)1s,
from which it follows that, for t ∈ [t3,∞)T,
w(t)P(t) ≤ 1
P(t)

P2(t2)w(t2)+
 t
t2
µ(s)p2(s)wσ (s)1s

− g∗(2)+ ε + (R+ ε)

2− (R+ ε),
since (2.22) holds. These two inequalities lead to
r ≥ g∗(0)+ r2, R ≤ R(2− R)− g∗(2). (2.32)
Consequently,
r ≥ 1
2

1−1− 4g∗(0) , R ≤ 121+1− 4g∗(2) ,
and the lemma is proved. 
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3. The main results
In this section, we will use the lemmas obtained in Section 2 to establish new oscillation criteria for Eq. (1.1).
Theorem 3.1. Assume that (2.10), (2.12) and (2.23) hold. If
g∗(0) := M lim inf
t→∞ P(t)
 ∞
t
q(s)1s >
1
4
, (3.1)
or
g∗(2) := M lim inf
t→∞
1
P(t)
 t
t1
q(s)P2(s)1s >
1
4
, (3.2)
then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite).
Proof. Assume that x(t) is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1.1). Without loss of generality, we only consider the case
where x(t) is eventually positive. From Lemma 2.1, there are two possible cases. Firstly, we consider case (1) in Lemma 2.1.
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.7, we have that (2.32) holds. Hence
g∗(0) ≤ r − r2 ≤ 14 , g∗(2) ≤ R− R
2 ≤ 1
4
,
a contradiction to both (3.1) and (3.2).
Secondly, if case (2) in Lemma 2.1 holds, then clearly limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.3, we can obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Assume that (2.3), (2.10), (2.12) and (2.23) hold. If
g∗(0) >
1
4
or g∗(2) >
1
4
,
then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) = 0.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that (2.10), (2.12) and (2.23) hold. Let g∗(2) ≤ 14 ; if there exists a real number λ ∈ [0, 1) such that
g∗(λ) >
1
2

1+1− 4g∗(2)+ λ24(1− λ) , (3.3)
then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite).
Proof. Suppose that x(t) is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1.1). Without loss of generality, we only consider the case where
x(t) is eventually positive. By Lemma 2.1, there are two possible cases. Firstly, we consider case (1) in Lemma 2.1. Proceeding
as the proof of Lemma 2.6, we get that (2.19) holds, that is,
Mq(t) ≤ w∆(t)− p(t)(wσ )2(t), t ∈ [t1,∞)T.
Multiplying the above by Pλ(t) and integrating from t to∞, we get
M
 ∞
t
q(s)Pλ(s)1s ≤ −
 ∞
t
Pλ(s)w∆(s)1s−
 ∞
t
p(s)Pλ(s)(wσ )2(s)1s
= Pλ(t)w(t)+
 ∞
t
(Pλ)∆(s)wσ (s)1s−
 ∞
t
p(s)Pλ(s)(wσ )2(s)1s
= Pλ(t)w(t)+ 1
4
 ∞
t
((Pλ)∆)2(s)
p(s)Pλ(s)
1s−
 ∞
t
p(s)Pλ(s)

wσ (s)− (P
λ)∆(s)
2p(s)Pλ(s)
2
1s
≤ Pλ(t)w(t)+ 1
4
 ∞
t
((Pλ)∆)2(s)
p(s)Pλ(s)
1s,
from which it follows that
M P1−λ(t)
 ∞
t
q(s)Pλ(s)1s < P(t)w(t)+ 1
4
P1−λ(t)
 ∞
t
((Pλ)∆)2(s)
p(s)Pλ(s)
1s. (3.4)
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By (2.13), (2.25) and (3.4),
g∗(λ) ≤ 1
2

1+1− 4g∗(2)+ λ24(1− λ) ,
a contradiction to (3.3).
Secondly, if case (2) in Lemma 2.1 holds, then clearly limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite). 
By Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.3, we can easily get the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.2. Assume that (2.10), (2.12) and (2.23) hold. If
g∗(2) ≤ 14 and g
∗(0) >
1
2

1+1− 4g∗(2), (3.5)
then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite).
Corollary 3.3. Assume that (2.3), (2.10), (2.12), (2.23) and (3.5) hold. Then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory or
limt→∞ x(t) = 0.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that (2.10), (2.12) and (2.23) hold. Let max{g∗(0), g∗(2)} ≤ 14 ; if there exists a real number λ ∈ [0, 1)
such that
g∗(0) >
1
4
λ(2− λ), (3.6)
and
g∗(0) >
1
2

1− 4g∗(0)+

1− 4g∗(2)

+ g∗(0)
1− λ, (3.7)
then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite).
Proof. Assume that x(t) is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1.1). Without loss of generality, we only consider the case where
x(t) is eventually positive. From Lemma 2.1, there are two possible cases. Firstly, we consider case (1) in Lemma 2.1. It
follows from Lemma 2.7 that (2.24) and (2.25) hold. Thus
r ≥ l := 1
2

1−1− 4g∗(0), R ≤ L := 121+1− 4g∗(2), (3.8)
where r and R are defined by (2.26). Using (3.6) and (3.8), we find that l > λ2 , while for a given ε ∈ (0, l− λ2 ), there exists a
t2 ∈ [t1,∞) such that
l− ε < w(t)P(t) < L+ ε, t ∈ [t1,∞)T. (3.9)
Similar to what we did in (2.21), multiplying (2.19) by Pλ(t) and integrating from t to∞, we get
M
 ∞
t
q(s)Pλ(s)1s ≤ Pλ(t)w(t)+
 ∞
t
p(s)Pλ−2(s)

λP(s)wσ (s)− (P(s)wσ (s))21s,
and consequently,
MP1−λ(t)
 ∞
t
q(s)Pλ(s)1s ≤ w(t)P(t)+ P1−λ(t)
 ∞
t
p(s)Pλ−2(s)

λP(s)wσ (s)− P(s)wσ (s)21s. (3.10)
Note that the function h(z) := λz − z2 is decreasing over the real interval [ λ2 ,∞); it follows from (2.14), (3.9) and (3.10)
that
MP1−λ(t)
 ∞
t
q(s)Pλ(s)1s ≤ L+ ε + (l− ε)(λ− l+ ε)P1−λ(t)
 ∞
t
p(s)Pλ−2(s)1s
≤ L+ ε + 1
1− λ(l− ε)(λ− l+ ε)(1+ ε)
2−λ.
This together with (3.8) implies that
g∗(λ) ≤ L+ l(λ− l)
1− λ =
1
2

1− 4g∗(0)+

1− 4g∗(2)

+ g∗(0)
1− λ,
a contradiction to (3.7).
Secondly, if case (2) in Lemma 2.1 holds, then clearly limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite). 
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By Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 2.3, we get the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.4. Assume that (2.10), (2.12) and (2.23) hold. Let max{g∗(0), g∗(2)} ≤ 14 ; if
g∗(0) > 0, g∗(0) >
1
2

1− 4g∗(0)+

1− 4g∗(2)

+ g∗(0), (3.11)
then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite).
Corollary 3.5. Assume that (2.3), (2.10), (2.12), (2.23) and (3.11) hold. Then every solution x(t) of Eq. (1.1) is oscillatory or
limt→∞ x(t) = 0.
Finally, we give two examples to illustrate our main results.
Example 3.1. Consider the third-order nonlinear dynamic equation
((x∆∆(t))γ )∆ + β
tα+1
xγ (t) = 0, t ∈ T := [1,∞), (3.12)
where α ∈ R, β is a positive constant, γ ≥ 1 is a ratio of odd positive integers, and
r1(t) = 1, r2(t) = 1, q(t) = βtα+1 , f (x) = x
γ .
It is easy to calculate that ∞
1
1
r1(s)
1s =
 ∞
1
1
r1/γ2 (s)
1s =
 ∞
1
1s = ∞,
and
δ1(t, 1) = t − 1, δ2(t, 1) = 12 (t − 1)
2,
δ(t, 1) = 1
2γ−1
(t − 1)2γ−1, p(t) = γ
2γ−1
(t − 1)2γ−1.
Clearly,
P(t) = 1
2γ
(t − 1)2γ , g∗(0) = β
α · 2γ lim inft→∞ t
2γ−α.
Note that (2.3) holds for α ≤ 3γ ; (2.4) holds for α ≤ 0; (2.10) and (2.12) hold for 0 < α < 2γ ; (2.10) and (2.23) hold for
α = 2γ . Hence:
(1) If α ≤ 0, by Lemma 2.4, then every solution x(t) of Eq. (3.12) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) = 0.
(2) If 0 < α < 2γ , by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.3, then every solution x(t) of Eq. (3.12) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) = 0.
(3) If α = 2γ and β > 2γ−2 α, by Corollary 3.1, then every solution x(t) of Eq. (3.12) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) = 0.
Example 3.2. Consider the third-order difference equation
∆((∆2xn)γ )+ qnxγn = 0, t ∈ T := N, (3.13)
where1xn := xn+1 − xn,∆2xn := ∆(1xn), and γ ≥ 1 is a ratio of odd positive integers, and
qn =

16−k, n = 4k,
0, n ≠ 4k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
It is clear that condition (1.2) holds. But ∞
t0
1
r1(t)
 ∞
t

1
r2(s)
 ∞
s
q(u)1u
1/γ
1s1t =
∞
i=1
∞
j=i
 ∞
k=j
qk
1/γ
<∞.
Note that
δ1(n, 1) =
n−1
k=1
1 = n− 1, δ(n, 1) = δ1(n, 1) = n− 1,
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and
pn = γ (n− 1), Pn = γ
n−1
k=1
(k− 1) = γ
2
(n− 2)(n− 1).
So, (2.10) and (2.23) hold.
For 4m − 1 < n < 4m+1 − 1,m = 1, . . . ,we have
g(n, 0) = Pn
∞
k=n+1
qk = γ30× 16m (n− 2)(n− 1),
and
g∗(0) = lim
m→∞ g4
m(m, 0) = γ
30
.
For n = 4m − 1,m = 1, . . . ,we have
g(n, 0) = Pn
∞
k=n+1
qk = γ30× 16m−1 (4
m − 3)(4m − 2),
and
g∗(0) = lim
m→∞ g4
m−1(m, 0) = 8γ15 .
It follows that
g∗(0) = lim inf
n→∞ g(n, 0) =
γ
30
, g∗(0) = lim sup
n→∞
g(n, 0) = 8γ
15
.
Similarly, we also have
g∗(2) = lim inf
n→∞
1
Pn
n
k=1
P2k qk+1 =
γ
30
.
Hence:
(1) If γ > 7.5, by Theorem 3.1, then every solution x(t) of Eq. (3.13) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists (finite).
(2) If γ ≤ 7.5, Theorem 3.1 does not apply. But Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4 can be applied. Here (3.5) or (3.11) is equivalent to
8γ
15
>
1
2

1+

1− 2γ
15

or
8γ
15
>

1− 2γ
15
+ γ
30
.
Solving the above inequalities gives
γ >
225
128
≈ 1.758 or γ > −4+ 2
√
229
15
≈ 1.751.
Therefore:
(i) For any 1.758 < γ ≤ 7.5, Corollary 3.2 implies that every solution x(t) of Eq. (3.13) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists
(finite).
(ii) For any 1.751 < γ ≤ 7.5, Corollary 3.4 implies that every solution x(t) of Eq. (3.13) is oscillatory or limt→∞ x(t) exists
(finite).
So, if 1.75 < γ ≤ 1.758, then Corollary 3.4 can be applied but Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 cannot.
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